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Introduction:
Since Boardish launched from BETA to production
our emphasis on trying to create simplicity for cyber
professionals is still at the forefront.
With this in mind, we wanted to share the information
within our community to help benchmark and provide
clarity to the industry. This report is the first of a
monthly benefit to our Premium Users who can gain
unique insight into the market and how likeminded
professionals are protecting and evaluating the threat
landscape and security posture.
Based on the insights and statistics found within the
Boardish infrastructure, our Cyber Security analytics
team led by Co-Founder Eli Migdal will also be offering
commentary and in-depth analysis to the data from a
CISO perspective.

*Each report will be based on the trends and data from
the previous month. In this case, January 2020.
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The Threat Landscape
Throughout January we have seen a change in the threat
landscape already. Below are the 3 biggest changes to
be aware of and how cyber professionals are prioritising
these threats in their organisations.

Boardish Main Threats Changes

Highlights
1. Unpatched Machines have shown the
largest threat increase of 18%.

18%
Unpatched Machines

a. The chance of losing market positioning
also increased from ‘Medium’ to ‘High’ in
many cases.

2. The second largest threat increase was
Ransomware which has risen by 11%
a. Most users see the chance of losing
market position as a result as: High

11%
Ransomware

b. The amount of turnover days lost as a
result of ransomware has also increased
by 15%

3. D
 ata Breaches have increased in threat
severity by 7%
a. Chance of losing market position in
almost all cases is: High

7%

b. Regulation impact for most cases is:
High

DataBreach
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Unpatched Machines
Following the NSA discovery regarding the Windows
10 (and Server 2016) vulnerability that could
potentially affect 900 million PCs we have an 18%
spike in “Unpatched machines” as the core threat.
Previously unpatched machines were not
considered as a standalone threat, but more, a
secondary threat that resulted from things like
Ransomware and data breaches. The severity of the
NSA discloser, and the sheer number of machines
impacted, combined with the previous NSA
discovery of Eternal Blue which caused (and is still
causing) havoc worldwide, make this a very serious
advisory.

Key takeaway:
When taking into consideration the severity
of the impact, the quantity of potential
impacted machines and previous cases
in which “nation state” vulnerabilities were
used. It explains why the chance of losing
market positioning from this threat has
increased from medium to high and that
cyber professionals are taking it seriously.
We would recommend that given the current
landscape, you should consider Unpatched
Machines a high priority threat, with a high
chance of losing market positioning.

The NSA discloser shows the impact of ‘Nation State’
attacks which are targeting private businesses and
this level of severity is against Windows 10 machines
which are mostly used in the private sector.

Ransomware

Key takeaway:

Not only has Ransomware increased by 11% this
month, but it’s selected in almost all company size
categories  across Boardish. It’s not surprising as
Ransomware is one of the most obvious ‘business
models’ for the bad guys. It is the most financially
clear and easiest way to make money and has
many attack vectors to use to ensure infection.
Our data also shows that Phishing is one of the main
sources of attack for a Ransomware infection, and
that there are increasing number of cases in which
if the ransom is NOT paid, the attackers expose
the data ‘creating’ a data breach as an example to
others who may choose not to pay.

Data Breaches
As data breaches continue to grow, it is not just
due to hackers. We’ve found that in companies with
more than 500 employees the chance of losing
market positioning as a result of a breach is high
which is likely because of the sheer amount of data
held in the size of the company. And, as a result of
the GDPR implementation, the regulation impact
for a data breach threat is also high.

Consider Ransomware as a top priority threat
with maximum levels of impact not only for
the above, but also because of an increase
of 15% in turnover days lost as a result
for the business. This is likely due to the
complexity of business systems as well as
the advancement of Ransomware attacks.
Also take note that if you’re system is
infected by Ransomware it means it’s often
compromised on many other attack vectors
and may also lead to a data breach.

Key takeaway:
Data breaches aren’t just limited to threats
like Ransomware or hacking, they are
becoming more frequent as a result of user
error. So, the more employees you have, the
higher the chance you could be exposed to a
data breach through user error.

Threats Insight:
We are seeing a connection between the top 3 threats which gives an
insight into hackers who are exploiting unpatched machines to infect with
Ransomware and using this to cause a data breach.
www.boardish.io
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The Solutions Landscape
The changing threat landscape has meant cyber
professionals are changing their approach towards
solutions. Below are the key changes across the solution
landscape during January 2020.

Boardish Main Solutions Changes

Highlights
1. 11% increase in ‘User Awareness Training’
being used as a solution.

11%
User Awarness training

2. 9
 % increase in ‘OS included Patching
Solutions’ as a solution

3. 7
 % increase in ‘3rd party patching
solutions’ as a solution.

9%
OS included Patching solutions

7%
3rd party patching solutions
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User Awareness Training

OS Included Patching Solutions

We usually see User Awareness Training as a
solution towards phishing, but what’s interesting
among the cyber professionals in the Boardish
community is how it’s being used to combat
Ransomware and data breaches. User Awareness
is one of the best ROI solutions out there, and
one of the cheapest ways to solve weaknesses
in an organisation if you do it successfully. It also
works to provide better risk mitigation when
combined with other solutions.

Due to increased threats from ‘Unpatched
Machines’ we have seen solutions like WSUS
increase among IT and cyber teams. We have
also seen an increase of GPO usage and in
general solutions that are already included in the
‘OS licensing’ but still require more IT and cyber
human hours to implement and manage.

Key takeaway:

Key takeaway:

Companies should see User Awareness
Training as the investment it is and increase
the emphasis on staff at all levels. Seeing
user training used within the Boardish
community this way solidifies the new
connection we can see between Phishing,
Ransomware, and Data Breaches that we
have mentioned in the previous section.

OS included patching solutions are efficient
at mitigating the risk if you have the
resources to manage them. However, smaller
organisations with fewer resources are
looking towards 3rd party patching solutions
who can be automated and give central
control.

3rd Party Patching Solutions
An obvious trend among the Boardish
community is with organisations between 51 –
100 users who don’t have the IT infrastructure
to use a solution like WSUS.  Instead 3rd party
patching solutions have become the main
choice. They usually come bundled with remote
support tools and even endpoint protection in
some cases. These solutions allow for quicker
deployment and have very low management so
don’t need the same configuration level!  

www.boardish.io

Solutions Insight:
It’s important to note that bigger
organizations are also using
3rd party patching solutions.
The lack of resources required
to manage them make them
desirable, but they are almost
always enterprise-level patching
solutions, e.g. options like
Microsoft Intune / VMware
AirWatch
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The Effectiveness of
Solutions Against Threats
The Threat Protection Factor (TPF) section is part of what
makes Boardish unique as it helps to determine how
efficient your solutions are at mitigating threats, both in
the cloud, and on-prem.

Boardish Main TPF Changes

19%
Offsite Backup / DR

7%
Data protection / Encryption

www.boardish.io

Highlights
1. Offsite Backup/DR Solutions saw an
increase of 19% efficiency across both
environments

2. D
 ata Protection/Encryption solutions saw
an increase of 7% efficiency across both
environments

3. N
 ew-Gen Endpoint solutions saw an
increase of 5% efficient across both
environments.

4. Classic Endpoint solutions saw a
decrease of 12% efficiency across both
environments

5%

-12%

New-Gen endpoint

Classic Endpoint
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Offsite Backup/ Disaster
Recovery Solutions
They may not be a new or ‘sexy’ category
of solutions, but the efficiency is increasing
and is still one of the best solutions against
Ransomware. In fact, Offsite backup /DR
solutions can reduce the turnover days and sales
lost  as a result of Ransomware threats.

New-Gen Endpoint Solutions
It seems endpoint protection isn’t going
anywhere when combined with the latest
connectivity and overall EDR capability. Its
efficiency against Ransomware and Data
Breaches is continuing to increase.

Classic Endpoint Solutions
Data Protection /
Encryption Solutions
Encryption solutions, both manual and
automated are increasing in efficiency mostly
against Data Breaches and threats with high
regulatory impacts.

It’s not a big surprise that Classic Endpoint
Protection (AV) which has no proper central
connectivity and uses only signature-based
protection is increasing drastically. This shows
cyber professionals are rightfully turning away
from these types of legacy solutions and looking
to more efficient counterparts.

Key takeaway:
When it comes to solution efficiency offsite backups and disaster recovery solutions should be part
of your general cyber resilience plans. In many cases they are the best way to quickly reacting to
some of the worst threats.

www.boardish.io
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Regulatory Impact (GDPR)
As most of the regulatory impact is incredibly complex,
Boardish is currently only quantifying the regulation
impact of threats from a GDPR perspective. With that in
mind, here’s the findings for January:

Boardish main Regulation
impact Changes

Highlights
1. 20% increase in the regulation impact of
Data Breach threats

20%
DataBreach

2. 2
 0% increase in the regulation impact of
Ransomware threats

3. 1 1% increase in the regulation impact of
Phishing threats

18%
Ransomware

11%
Phishing

www.boardish.io
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Data Breaches

Phishing

This is not surprising that data breaches are
the top of the regulation impact for GDPR, but
interestingly we are seeing the most increase
from Non-European organisations and in fact
from the US. This highlights that the attitude
and culture shift towards protecting individual
data and offering more privacy is having a global
effect. The GDPR it seems has been a real
catalyst for change.

Phishing is linked very firmly to PII information
data leakages, but our community has shown
that it’s mostly concerning EU organisations
currently. The US market isn’t considering
Phishing as a larger regulatory issue.

Ransomware
Our findings here from the Boardish community
connect perfectly with what we can see in
the threats and solutions landscapes as cyber
professionals connect ransomware to data
breaches and data leakages. We are seeing
a huge spike in the regulatory impact GDPR
is having on Ransomware for EU and US
companies alike.

www.boardish.io

Key takeaway:
GDPR is here, and it’s here to stay. The
EU market has accepted this and the US
market is doing it as well. Because of this, it’s
important to consider any ‘breach’ a medium
or high regulation impact. The era of private
information not being protected is over, if
you don’t protect it, you’re likely to get hit
with fines.
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Final Notes
Why is any of this important? These statistics not only
paint a picture of the current cyber security market
for solutions, threats, and what professionals are
looking for. But it also gives insight into the behaviour
of professionals who are already dealing or have
dealt with  the ‘bad guys’. Being able to see trends
from other cyber professionals not only helps you to
consider your own organisational security posture
improvement. But, helps you to predict and pre-empt
potential threats to your organisation and get approvals
BEFORE things happen.
As you can see, the connection of each phase of the
process from threat, to solution, to effectiveness of the
solution, through to regulation impact is a complex
process. We hope these reports will give you the
simplicity you need for your cyber quantification and
knowledge.

www.boardish.io
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About Boardish
Boardish allows you to translate your information on
threats and solutions into clear financial risk figures and
full solution costs for decision-makers.
Quantifying and simplifying the impact of threats, and
solution combinations into a clear dashboard, Boardish
allows for a quick breakdown of various threat vectors
both on-prem and cloud.
The aim is to provide tangible and quantifiable risk
analysis to cyber security and bridge the gap between
IT and the board in a fast-paced and frequently
changing area in business.
Boardish is not only revolutionising how cyber
professionals approach the board, sparking the
conversations about risk that we need. It also shows
tangible results in explaining how various IT and cyber
security solutions combat specific business threats,
ultimately improving security posture.

Try Boardish for FREE today by visiting:

Boardish.io
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Threats

Solutions

Threat

Total Threat
Loss

Solution
Contribution
On-Prem

On-Prem
Exposure

Solution
Contribution
In-Cloud

In-Cloud
Exposure

No. of
Solutions

Solution

Total Solution Cost

Data Leakage

$203.87M

$198.98M

$4.89M

$173.29M

$30.58M

3

Microsoft - M365 E5

$206,500.00

Fire-Water
Disaster

$119.48M

$107.54M

$11.95M

$0.00M

$119.48M

1

Meraki - Firewall

$45,000.00

Ransomware

$111.35M

$97.43M

$13.92M

$83.51M

$27.84M

3

Eset - Endpoint Security

$34,500.00

Phishing

$38.65M

$38.07M

$0.58M

$37.49M

$1.16M

4

Veeam - Disaster Recovery

$29,500.00

DenialOfService

$32.12M

$27.30M

$4.82M

$25.70M

$6.42M

2

Fortinet - Fortigate

$24,680.00

Internal UserAwarnessTraining

$15,000.00

CloudFlare - DDOSProtection

$4,400.00

Annual Company Turnover

Filters

Total Solution Cost

Regulation Loss

$200,000,000

Threat Loss Breakdown

Salary Loss

Sale Loss

Market Loss

$359,580

Threat Loss Comparison

Solution Costs
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